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Abstract

Recently, a lateral flow rapid diagnostic test (RDT) with good accuracy has been described. This 

test enables measles specific IgM antibody detection in serum, capillary blood and oral fluid. 

RDTs have the potential to transform measles surveillance by allowing real-time case confirmation 

outside of central/regional laboratories and by facilitating a timely public health response. Measles 

virus genes can also be amplified and sequenced consistently from dried IgM-positive RDTs 

stored outside of cold chain, which will enable more complete virologic surveillance. Critical 

questions remain regarding operational use of RDTs as part of global measles surveillance. 

Projects to evaluate RDT use as part of national surveillance programs and to commercialize the 

RDT are underway.

Live attenuated measles vaccines have been in widespread use over the last 30 years, either 

as a single antigen vaccine or as combination vaccines with rubella, mumps, or varicella 

antigens [1]. Over the last 20 years, the vaccine has been used as part of a global program to 

control and eliminate measles. All six World Health Organization (WHO) regions have 

established measles elimination goals, and the Region of the Americas verified elimination 

in 2016. By the end of 2018, measles elimination was achieved in 82 (42%) countries 

globally [2•]. During 2000–2018, the annual number of estimated deaths globally dropped 

by 73% to an estimated 140 000 deaths in 2018 [2•]. However, a global measles resurgence 

began in 2017–2018, and measles outbreaks in Venezuela and Brazil led to loss of 
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elimination status in the Region of the Americas in 2017, highlighting the ongoing public 

health challenge [2•,3,4].

Measles infection presents as a rash and fever illness, typically with prodromal symptoms 

including cough, coryza, and conjunctivitis [5]. Clinical diagnosis is reasonably accurate 

during outbreaks, but at other times, particularly when measles incidence is low, differential 

diagnosis based on clinical ground only is unreliable because many other infectious diseases 

cause rash and fever including dengue, rubella, Zika and parvovirus B19 [5–7]. Laboratory 

confirmation of cases is an essential component of surveillance and is performed using 

enzyme immunoassays (EIAs) to detect measles-specific immunoglobulin M (IgM) 

antibodies in acute serum samples [8]. Global laboratory-based surveillance for measles is 

provided by the Global Measles Rubella Laboratory Network (GMRLN), a network of over 

700 laboratories operating in 191 countries [9,10••,11•]. Over recent years, real-time reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) has been used increasingly to compliment 

IgM detection for case confirmation [8]. RT-PCR is particularly useful in settings where the 

positive predictive value of IgM positive results is low because of low measles incidence 

[12•].

Measles virus, a morbillivirus with a single-stranded RNA genome, is serologically 

monotypic, but strains can be grouped into 24 recognized genotypes based on sequence 

analysis. Genotypes are routinely assigned by analysis of a standard sequencing window of 

450 nucleotides in the N gene (N-450), which varies by up to 12% between genotypes [8]. 

Virologic surveillance of circulating measles viruses is used to monitor progress toward 

elimination of endemic virus. GMRLN members update the online Measles Nucleotide 

Surveillance (MeaNS) database regularly, which facilitates analysis of transmission 

pathways [13,14].

Important recent developments in rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) for measles IgM testing, in 

combination with advances in innovation with molecular detection, present new 

opportunities for the global surveillance program and will be discussed here [15•].

Measles RDT: current status and requirements for use in measles 

surveillance

High quality measles surveillance is characterized by representative case detection meeting a 

minimal level of sensitivity and ability to classify cases based on laboratory confirmation 

(e.g. key indicator target of ≥2 suspected cases per 100 000 population discarded as non-

measles and non-rubella) [5]. Currently, laboratory confirmation of cases is based on the 

detection of measles-specific IgM antibodies in serum samples from a suspected case using 

EIAs [8]. Much of this testing is performed in laboratories that are part of GMRLN, which 

take part in an external quality assessment (EQA) scheme and are accredited through WHO 

[8]. Laboratories work to achieve performance targets for the time required to collect and 

ship samples, perform testing, and report results [5]. Genotyping strains from a 

representative proportion of measles outbreaks is another key surveillance target [5,10••].
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Despite the many achievements of the GMRLN, the challenges of delivering universal, 

rapid, and accurate results remain because of limited laboratory capacity, staff capability, 

and availability of EIA test kits [16•]. In settings with poor infrastructure and hard-to-reach 

populations (e.g. remote rural, or island), these challenges are often compounded by limited 

sample transport capacity and a lack of laboratory capacity outside of major cities [17–19]. 

Approximately 70 network laboratories in resource-limited countries routinely receive EIA 

kits through WHO. As all WHO Regions now have adopted a measles elimination goal, 

surveillance has shifted from outbreak confirmation to case-based surveillance with 

laboratory confirmation, which increases the financial burden on GMRLN.

Different approaches to address the challenges of laboratory-based surveillance have been 

used. Alternative samples, such as capillary blood that can be tested immediately or 

collected as dried blood spots and oral fluids, can be used for IgM antibody detection [5]. 

These samples can be obtained safely and non-invasively without the risks associated with 

venous blood collection. Use of capillary blood and oral fluid samples improve patient 

compliance with specimen collection, as the procedures are relatively simple and collection 

of an oral fluid specimen is painless and non-invasive [20]. Oral fluid contains a transudate 

of serum with the same composition of antibodies as serum and is widely used for HIV 

diagnosis and surveillance [21]. Although oral fluids have a slightly lower sensitivity, 

commercial EIAs have been used with oral fluid samples in the United Kingdom for nearly 

20 years to detect measles and rubella IgM and helped document elimination [22–26]. 

Additionally, oral fluid is the optimum sample for detecting measles virus ribonucleic acid 

(RNA) by RT-PCR in acute cases [20,27].

Lateral-flow RDTs are used increasingly for diagnosis of many diseases including malaria, 

dengue, HIV, and other sexually transmitted infections [28,29]. RDTs are performed in a 

single incubation step at ambient temperature, and results can be interpreted visually, often 

within 30 min. This allows rapid diagnosis not only to be made by the designated laboratory 

but also in the field or at minimally equipped peripheral health facilities, increasing the 

diagnostic capacity in low-resource settings, with the potential to inform clinical 

management and enable a more immediate public health response [28,29].

A lateral flow RDT has been developed that enables the rapid detection (<30 min) of 

measles specific IgM antibodies in both serum and oral fluid specimens [30••,31]. With 

serum, the RDT had a sensitivity and a specificity of 91% (69/76) and 94% (88/94), 

respectively; with oral fluid, the sensitivity and the specificity were 90% (63/70) and 96% 

(200/208), respectively [30••]. Measles virus RNA could be recovered from used IgM 

positive RDTs after dry storage for five weeks at 20–25°C, and the RNA could be sequenced 

to obtain a genotype [30••,31].

This prototype RDT has been redesigned for use with capillary blood, using the ASSURED 

criteria1 [32] and manufactured commercially. A clinical trial batch of measles IgM RDTs 

was evaluated against a reference assay, the Enzygnost® anti-measles virus IgM EIA 

(Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Marburg, Germany), using a representative panel of 125 sera 

1Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User-friendly, Rapid and robust, Equipment-free, Deliverable to end-users
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from the Brazilian measles surveillance program and sera collected from acute dengue cases. 

The RDT showed high sensitivity (95%) and specificity (98%) [33]. In the same study, the 

accuracy of visual reading was compared to the result with quantitative signal measurement 

by scanning densitometry using the ESEQuant reader (Qiagen Lake Constance GmbH, 

Stockach, Germany). Excellent agreement (Kappa statistic >0.9) was observed between the 

three independent visual readings, supporting the interpretation of the measles RDT results 

based on visual reading alone [33].

In recent unpublished field trials in India and Uganda, local surveillance teams used RDTs 

with both capillary blood and oral fluid samples following a two-day training program. The 

oral fluid collection, RDT, and visual reading were well-accepted as shown by the high 

compliance in sample collection (98%) and the agreement between readers (98%) (L. 

Warrener, J. Bwogi, L. Sangal and D.W. Brown, personal communication). The sensitivity of 

measles IgM detection in capillary blood using the RDT was comparable to published 

performance with RDT and to current laboratory-based EIA testing; sensitivity was slightly 

lower using oral fluid. The used IgM positive RDTs were air-dried, shipped together with 

other samples in cold chain and the specimen filter pads from IgM-positive RDTs were 

tested by RT-PCR, with similar performance to earlier laboratory-based studies (L. Warrener 

and D.W. Brown, personal communication).

These results demonstrate that using RDTs with capillary blood samples produces 

comparable performance to the current IgM EIA test. Further, performance of RDTs used 

with oral fluid is good, but with slightly lower sensitivity and specificity. Both approaches 

are sufficiently accurate for use in many epidemiological settings, allowing expansion of 

testing outside central/regional laboratories, and can provide faster case confirmation than 

EIAs (30 min versus ~3–14 days including sample transport time and return of results). 

Using the RDT enables real time case confirmation and once dried, used RDTs can be 

shipped to national laboratories outside the cold chain, where confirmation by RT-PCR and 

genotyping can be performed. Currently, collection of a separate specimen (throat or 

nasopharyngeal swab, or urine) for virus detection is recommended [5], but is often omitted 

because of logistical constraints as specimens need a reverse cold chain and dedicated 

specimen collection devices need to be on site [10••,11•]. Thus, RDTs have the potential to 

strengthen molecular epidemiological studies by improving the representativeness of strains 

characterized.

The ASSURED scorecard for current measles IgM RDT includes the following 

characteristics: affordable, sensitive, specific, user-friendly, rapid and robust, equipment-free 

and deliverable to those who need it [32]. Manufactured in small batches, the RDT device 

costs about USD 4.5. Commercial production may decrease the costs significantly. The 

target product profile (TPP) includes minimal performance criteria of >90% sensitivity and 

specificity for capillary blood and oral fluid, stable up to 40°C and with a shelf life >1 year. 

With capillary blood, the RDT is simple to perform and requires minimal training. A 

dilution buffer is the only accompanied equipment needed when using capillary blood; an 

oral fluid collector is needed when using oral fluid. The final commercial product will be 

delivered in small, individual packages containing desiccant accompanied by all required 

reagents and supplies. Field studies to support regulatory approval are planned and these will 
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establish the accuracy of the RDTs for measles and rubella. Different levels of RDT 

performance may be needed for outbreak investigations and for case confirmation in 

countries close to disease elimination (e.g. in low prevalence settings).

Efforts to introduce RDTs into measles surveillance programs

In low-resource settings, measles and rubella testing primarily occurs for surveillance, rather 

than for clinical diagnostic purposes. Critical questions remain regarding the operational use 

of the measles RDT to support its introduction into surveillance programs (Table 1) [32,34]. 

For example, what is the relative benefit of using measles RDTs in countries close to 

elimination versus in endemic settings? In countries close to elimination with strong health 

systems, improved timeliness of RDT results has the potential to accelerate the measles 

public health response and reduce the burden of investigating and responding to suspected 

cases before laboratory confirmation. In endemic settings, the primary benefit of RDT use 

could be expanded laboratory capacity beyond central labs, but it is unclear whether 

providing faster results would improve the timeliness of public health response, without 

further strengthening of the health system [28,35].

The related framework in Figure 1 presents four possible settings for measles RDT use: 1) 

hard-to-reach communities, 2) health clinics, 3) regional and local laboratories, and 4) 

central or national public health laboratories in the GMRLN. The relative benefit of measles 

RDT use in these different settings is likely to vary by country and within a country. One 

difference between the scenarios is that capillary blood and oral fluid samples could be used 

at community and clinic levels, improving patient compliance with testing, whereas serum 

samples would likely be used in laboratories having capacity for centrifugation, per current 

procedures. RDT implementation at lower levels of the health system would create higher 

resource demands in terms of training, supply management systems, quality assurance, and 

processes/systems for reporting of results [36,37,38•].

Several assessments are ongoing to evaluate the feasibility and potential impact of 

introducing the measles RDT into ongoing case-based measles surveillance with laboratory 

confirmation. One evaluation is in Malaysia, which is close to measles elimination with a 

robust public health response (e.g. contact tracing, response immunization to both suspected 

and confirmed measles cases), and another is in Uganda, which is a control setting where the 

public health response to cases is often inadequate. In evaluations in both countries, we are 

(i) assessing the agreement of direct visual readings of RDT results by health facility staff 

versus RDT photos and machine (scanning densitometry) readings by laboratory staff; (ii) 

evaluating RDT acceptability, knowledge, attitudes, and practices of staff involved in the 

public health management of measles; and (iii) assessing the impact of RDTs on measles 

surveillance program performance. For this purpose, capillary blood and oral fluid samples 

are being used with RDTs at health facilities in parallel with standard surveillance testing of 

serum by EIA. Of interest, we observed widespread (>90%) reported previous experience 

using RDTs among trainees in Uganda and Malaysia, especially for HIV, malaria, and 

dengue, which may benefit the measles surveillance program in terms of RDT introduction 

(H.M. Scobie, M. Donadel, L. Warrener, D. Featherstone, P. Rota, M. Mulders, J. Bwogi, A. 

Senin and D.W. Brown, personal communication).
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In assessments in Ghana and Cameroon, serum samples are currently being tested with 

RDTs in district laboratories. This is to test a different scenario where RDTs may be used to 

decentralize and expand the extent of serum testing beyond the central laboratory. An 

evaluation will be conducted in each country to assess: (i) the accuracy of test results 

between district and reference laboratory readers, (ii) the timeliness of reporting of RDT 

results, (iii) the acceptability of the measles RDT by users, and (iv) operational requirements 

of measles RDT use. Preliminary results from all studies are expected at the end of 2020 (D. 

Waku, P. Rota, A. Balajee, M. Mulders and D.W. Brown, personal communication).

Currently, limitations exist regarding measles RDT use for surveillance. At this time, the 

measles RDT is manufactured in batches according to product specifications. The 

commercialization phase of the RDT has started, lasting until early to mid-2021; the 

regulatory review and approval process will follow. Because the standard protocol for most 

GMRLN laboratories is to test measles IgM negative serum samples for rubella IgM, a 

current limitation to the use of the measles RDT for surveillance is that there is not yet a 

rubella RDT. The rubella RDT is under development as part of commercialization of the 

measles RDT, including development of a combination measles and rubella IgM test.

Implications of RDTs and other advances on virologic surveillance for 

measles

In the measles elimination phase, genetic characterization of circulating wild-type measles 

viruses is particularly important. After countries and regions achieve elimination, measles 

continues to be imported, but importations usually have limited spread because of high 

vaccination coverage [5]. The combination of molecular analysis and standard 

epidemiological investigation in elimination settings provides a sensitive means to document 

the interruption of endemic transmission [13,39]. Absence of endemic genotype(s) is one of 

the criteria for verifying measles elimination in a country [40].

High quality virologic surveillance has been made possible by establishing a global 

sequence database, MeaNS [41]. Unfortunately, global virologic surveillance is incomplete 

in many regions [2•,41]. Resource limitations in several regions have restricted the number 

of virus detections and sequences reported to MeaNS (Table 2) [10••,41]. The introduction 

of the RDT will help to address this challenge since, as described above, viral RNA can be 

extracted from RDTs with IgM positive results and used for genotyping, eliminating the 

need for reverse cold chain transport of separate specimens (e.g. throat swab) for viral 

detection [30••]. Thus, RDTs have the potential to facilitate increased representativeness of 

virologic surveillance, especially from resource-limited settings.

The diversity of circulating measles genotypes has decreased with only 4 genotypes detected 

as of the end of 2019, with >99% of sequences being genotypes B3 and D8 (Figure 2) [41]. 

The decrease in the number of circulating genotypes has presented a challenge to virologic 

surveillance for measles because the genotype designation alone no longer provides enough 

resolution for tracking transmission. To address this issue, GMRLN developed a convention 

for nominating specific N-450 sequences as “named strains” [10••,14]. Tracking named 

strains allows linkage of measles strains that are circulating around the world. For 2019, the 
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most frequently reported named strain for genotype D8 was MVs/Gir Somnath.IND/42.16/, 

with 4239 reports in 64 countries [41]. An additional challenge for virologic surveillance in 

countries that have achieved measles elimination is that analysis of the N-450 region is not 

able to distinguish between multiple introductions of the same named strain and continued 

endemic circulation of that strain [42••]. Recent studies from Canada, UK, and USA have 

shown that extending the sequence window or performing whole genome sequencing (WGS) 

can greatly improve the discrimination of molecular epidemiological studies [43–45]. 

Although extended sequencing and WGS are still considered research methods and need to 

be evaluated for use with RDT derived samples, these molecular techniques are predicted to 

become more important components of virologic surveillance for measles.

Conclusions

Although the global program to control and eliminate measles has made great progress over 

the last 20 years, significant challenges remain. The introduction of a measles RDT using 

capillary blood or oral fluid samples can transform current measles surveillance by 

improving the representativeness and timeliness of case-based surveillance and enabling a 

timely public health response. Measles RDTs use also has the potential to enhance the 

representativeness of viral strains genotyped. Standardisation and systematic use of RDTs, 

in combination with new molecular approaches, will help inform the picture of measles 

transmission in the elimination phase.
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Figure 1. 
Diversity of potential settings and implications for measles rapid diagnostic test (RDT) use.
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Figure 2. 
Circulation of measles virus genotypes globally reported through virologic surveillance, 

1970–2019.

Figure shows year of first and last detection of measles wild-type virus genotypes. The first 

and last years of documented circulation reported to the MeaNS database (or GenBank 

before 2005) for all 24 measles virus genotypes are shown. First year detection determined 

from earliest reported reference strain and does not necessarily indicate first year of 

circulation. The four currently circulating genotypes (detected in 2019) are indicated in red 

(B3, D4, D8, H1). Measles vaccines were derived from genotype A which is not shown.
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Table 1

Questions related to the operational use of measles IgM rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) to support introduction 

into surveillance programs

Topic area Question

Test use • Should the RDT be used in endemic settings or in countries close to elimination? For outbreak settings 
versus routine surveillance?

• What test accuracy is required for use in different epidemiological settings?

• What should be the user and position of the RDT within health system (e.g. health facility versus 
regional lab)?

Process and 
implementation

• What should be the model of training for introducing and supporting measles RDT use?

• What should be the data management and reporting processes for measles RDT results?

• What should be the clinical and public health response to measles RDT results?

Test results • To what extent should the surveillance laboratory algorithm change with measles RDT introduction 
(e.g. screening versus replacement)?

• What quality control processes should be introduced?

Cost and shelf-life • What is the added cost to the program and funding model for RDT introduction and support?

• What are the required logistics for RDT introduction and use (regulatory approval, shelf-life, and 
storage conditions)?
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Table 2

Number of confirmed measles cases and measles sequences, 2018–2019

Region Total number of confirmed measles cases Number of sequences (percent of total)

AFR 344 315 152 (0.04)

AMR 36 233 1589 (4.39)

EMR 78 589 416 (0.53)

EUR 193 113 9911 (5.13)

SEAR 118 987 2023 (1.70)

WPR 92 619 3121 (3.37)

Total 863 856 17 212 (1.99)

WHO regions as follows, AFR: African, AMR: Americas, EMR: Eastern Mediterranean, SEAR: Southeast Asian, WPR: Western Pacific). Monthly 
measles case-based data reported to WHO [URL: https://www.who.int/immunization/monitoring_surveillance/burden/vpd/surveillance_type/active/
measles_monthlydata/en/] and number of measles sequences reported to MeaNS [10••,41].
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